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Abstract
Transmitter Localization Using Autonomous Robotic Swarms
by
Joshua S. Adams, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2010
Major Professor: Dr. YangQuan Chen
Department: Electrical and Computer Engineering
The purpose of this research is to design a proof of concept system that is capable
of locating a hidden radio transmitter and to investigate methods of multi-agent formation
control with a specific interest in the effectiveness of these methods on the overall objective of
locating this transmitter. A system is proposed and developed in which autonomous agents
work together to locate this transmitter and their responsiveness is analyzed while using
formations based both on a behavioral system and a system derived from centroidal Voronoi
tessellations. Many software adaptations to the existing MASnet program are required, as
well as some hardware adaptations, including development of a robust simulation platform
that may be used in conjunction with the MASnet system, and exploration of a distributed
formation system. While this work does not accomplish the overall goal of the MASnet
platform – to be able to locate and control a diffusion process – it does further understanding
of the way autonomous agents interact with their environment and develop tools that aid
future research in the program, as well as introduce exciting new areas to which the platform
can be applied.
(90 pages)
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Introduction
1.1 Overview
This research is an extension of the MASnet project that has included development of
algorithms for multiple robot formation control as well as phototaxis and pollutant tracking
[1–4]. The purpose of the platform is to provide an environment that facilitates development
of cooperative control systems by providing an easy system of robot-to-robot communication
and a group of software tools that allow the developer to perform experiments quickly and
easily. The platform has changed over the course of past research and has had many
developments added onto it that enable ongoing discovery.
This introduction serves as a presentation of the basic ideas and concepts that have
fueled this research. Chapter 2 describes the MASnet platform in detail as well as the
hardware changes that have been necessary to make to the robots used in this research.
Chapter 3 presents the basis behind mathematically-based formations and a new decen-
tralized system presented in this research. Chapter 4 describes EM transmitter detection
methods and the methods that are used herein. Simulator design and multi-robot trans-
mitter localization in simulation are described in Chapter 5, including a comparison of
behavioral and mathematically-based formations. Chapter 6 explains the results of the
proof-of-concept system as implemented with actual robots and also contains a comparison
of behavioral and mathematically-based formations.
1.2 Motivation
Military problems and the corresponding surveillance needs abound in today’s world.
Many of the enemies of today make use of guerrilla and terror tactics that cause difficulties
for the soldiers and commanders in the armed forces. Enemies are able to hide in a group of
2civilians or in rough terrain far out in the wilderness where access is difficult and search or
surveillance harder still. Several different robots have been developed by CSOIS in order to
make such tasks easier for soldiers and other members of the military. Research conducted
on the MASnet platform is intended to extend that work into the arena of multi-agent
operations.
At its inception, the goal of the platform was to be able to detect, track, and ultimately
counter a diffusion of dangerous chemicals or radioactive material. Work on this subject was
achieved in simulation by Wang [3] and Chen [4]. Related work on tracking a light source
in both simulation and hardware implementation was completed by Rounds [1], Chen et
al. [5], and Rounds and Chen [6].
This research focuses on another aspect of coordinated multi-agent surveillance by
providing a means whereby autonomous robots are able to locate a hostile RF transmitter
located potentially deeply within enemy territory. Two different methods are applied to
this problem and their advantages and disadvantages noted, as well as their respective
performances in varying situations. This thesis also examines the effect of factors such
as formation shape – a particularly important metric when attempting to locate a radio
transmitter. Results and comparisons are given for both simulation and actual hardware
implementation.
1.3 Emergent Behavior and Multi-Agent Control
There are many animals that exhibit swarming actions in the natural world. A group
of animals can loosely be classified as a swarm for the purposes of this discussion if they
work together to accomplish some common goal. However, in these swarming actions, the
animals do not communicate between themselves regarding expected actions or how close
they should stay to each other. A group of fish forms a shoal to make it difficult for predators
to single them out and eat them, and ants swarm for protection and to forage for food faster
(Fig. 1.1).
Ants and fish are not alone in this swarming behavior. Other animals, such as geese,
which fly in V-formation, and wolves, which hunt in packs, engage in swarm actions. These
3(a) Herring shoaling to confuse an Orca.
(Amos Nachoum/Corbis)
(b) Ants swarming to forage for food. (Kevin
Schafer/Corbis)
Fig. 1.1: Natural swarms in animals.
animals are able to accomplish their individual goals without any over-arching control:
they are able to act together with only minimal knowledge of their neighbors, namely their
nearest neighbors’ positions. This type of swarming action is known as emergent behavior
and has recently caught the attention of many control researchers [7].
Emergent behavior is interesting because it demonstrates a type of control in which
an overall goal may be achieved with a minimum of control effort and communication
[7–11]. Such a design concept, if done correctly, can dramatically simplify the design and
implementation process while still accomplishing the desired task. Additionally, this type
of control allows more flexibility for operators and simplifies use of a system by reducing
the modifications that must be performed for each different application. For instance,
adding new robots or actors – commonly called agents – into a task can often be a time
consuming process with traditional multi-agent design paradigms (often called behavioral
systems [1,2]), but a system using the emergent behavior principle would be able to include
more agents quickly and easily.
However, the emergent approach does have some downsides while providing the above
benefits. There is a certain loss of specificity, which for some applications can prove detri-
4mental. If a particular agent only has knowledge of its nearest neighbors then tasks that
require it to take part of a very rigid formational structure will likely be more difficult to
achieve.
This research investigates the ability of a multi-agent system designed with emergent
behavior principles to accomplish tasks that have previously been accomplished with be-
havioral design concepts. One of the foremost methods used to accomplish dynamic control
in robots, similar to emergent behavior in animals, is via the mathematical algorithms of
Voronoi tessellations [7].
1.4 Voronoi Tessellations
Voronoi tessellations have attracted attention as a means to accomplish dynamic control
of a multi-agent system [5, 12–14]. This approach is often used to accomplish coverage of
an area with a mobile wireless sensor network [5, 12–14]. A simple definition of a Voronoi
tessellation can be given as below [15].
Given a region of interest Ω ∈ ℝ푁 , a set of generating points 푝 = {푝1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 푝푛} ⊂ Ω,
then we define the Voronoi cell, 푉푖 for the corresponding generating point 푝푖 as
푉푖 = {푥 ∈ Ω∣∥푥− 푝푖∥ ≤ ∥푥− 푝푗∥푓표푟푗 ∕= 푖, 푗 = 1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 푛}. (1.1)
Equation (1.1) says that for a given generating point, 푝푖, its Voronoi cell is composed
of the set of points closer to 푝푖 than to any other generating point. An example of a
full Voronoi tessellation can be seen in Fig. 1.2, in which the small dots are the original
generating points. Note that a particular generator’s cell only extends to the border of the
cells belonging to its nearest neighbors. This is part of the reason that Voronoi diagrams
are so useful in implementing emergent behavior in autonomous agents where the collision
avoidance property is automatically embedded.
1.5 Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations
A centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) is similar to the standard type of Voronoi
5tessellation described above [1]. However, there exists one major difference: given a region of
interest containing a specific density or concentration function, 휌, each Voronoi cell contains
a center of mass. These centroids are often different from the original generating points of
the cells and can provide information that can be used in distributing the generating points
evenly across the density. The centroids can be seen in Fig. 1.2 as the larger circles. The
application of this type of Voronoi diagram is discussed further in Chapter 3.
1.6 Importance of Formation Control
There are many examples in the world in which formations are an extremely important
part of accomplishing a particular task. In the previously cited example of geese flying in
a V-shape, this formation is adopted in order to reduce the strain on members of the flock
that are behind the leader. After some time, the leader falls back to a following position
while another takes the lead position for some duration. In this way the geese are able to
fly great distances while minimizing the energy expenditure.
Fig. 1.2: An example of a centroidal Voronoi tessellation generated in Matlab, with density
휌 = 푒−8(푥2+푦2), where 푥 is along the 푋-axis and 푦 is along the 푌 -axis.
6Similarly, in military applications formations can be critical to accomplishing a strat-
egy or keeping friendly soldiers safe. Friendly-fire incidents occur most often when their
neighbors’ positions are not known or are confused, resulting in their identities being mis-
taken [16]. Military aircraft often fly in formation in order to protect themselves and each
other from attack at certain angles and to keep track of each other in the heat of battle.
Sports teams also make extensive use of formations in order to execute precisely-timed
and practiced operations. Without formations that are well-known to the team, often an
otherwise perfect score can go horribly awry. Additionally, in science and technology it is not
uncommon for position information to be necessary for accurate readings and calculations
to be made [17]. A precisely spaced antenna array can be used to locate the source of radio
signals from deep space or help locate enemy combatants on the battle field. Therefore, it
is not surprising to note that formations are important in autonomous applications as well.
This particular research deals specifically with using autonomous formations to help
locate a hostile radio transmitter using omni-directional antennas.
1.7 Thesis Contributions and Organization
This thesis discusses contributions to several topics related to autonomous multi-agent
control. These contributions are listed below, separated by subject.
1. MASnet Hardware
∙ Rewiring chassis board to support additional sensor port.
∙ Creating a stable mounting system for RF receiver modules.
2. MASnet Software
∙ Design and development of a new, robust, and portable simulator system.
∙ Debugging and reworking of nesC code for robots.
3. Formation Control
∙ Introduction of a new decentralized CVT formation system.
7∙ Analysis of the effects of virtual sensors on CVT formations; including how their
number and placement can harm or improve performance.
∙ Analysis of the effects of varying types of artificial densities on CVT formations;
including how nuances such as width can help mitigate difficulties with the num-
ber of virtual sensors.
∙ Analysis of the differences between CVT and behavioral formations as related to
the specific application of a task: RF Tracking.
4. Autonomous RF Tracking
∙ Analysis of methods for determining location of an unknown transmitter.
∙ Development of an accurate simulation that explores both TDOA and RSS track-
ing methods.
∙ Development of a proof of concept system that is capable of locating a transmitter
in hardware.
∙ Proposed methods for reducing noise on signal strength measurements to increase
the system’s accuracy.
Additionally, two appendices are included. Appendix A is included as a guide for
future users of the MASnet platform to upgrading the base station computer. Appendix B
is included as a guide to installing and using the simulation platform discussed in this thesis.
8Chapter 2
The Research Platform
2.1 Overview
The Mobile Actuator and Sensor Network (MASnet) platform was developed to provide
a platform to test swarm engineering experiments. The platform’s initial purpose was to
study diffusion processes and autonomous agents’ abilities to track them. It consists of a
wood and clear acrylic platform on which the agents are able to move, and a camera is
mounted overhead that reads visual information from markers mounted on top of each of
the agents. The image from the camera is analyzed by a base station computer, which
determines the position and heading of each of the agents, and then reports that position
information to each individual agent via a wireless transmission. This positioning system is
referred to in this document as a Pseudo-GPS (pGPS) system, since it performs the same
general function as an actual GPS system. Figure 2.1 shows a conceptual diagram of the
MASnet platform as well as a picture of the actual platform for reference. The components
that constitute the platform are as follows.
1. 1.5 × 4 × .15 m acrylic surface with wood supports
2. Sensed element (light, fog, EM field, etc.)
3. Pseudo GPS (pGPS) system
4. Base station computer
5. Autonomous agents (MASmotes [18])
9(a) Diagram of the MASnet platform. (b) The actual MASnet platform.
Fig. 2.1: The MASnet platform.
2.2 Robots
The agents running on the platform were specially developed for use on the MASnet
system. They were designed to be built from relatively cheap off-the-shelf, commercially
available parts in order to reflect a system that might be easily built for low cost. The
robots’ controller is a MicaZ mote from Crossbow, which features a wireless communication
ability based on Zigbee [19]; the robots are sometimes referred to as motes or MASmotes
because of the use of this controller.
The MASmotes (Fig. 2.2) have gone through several iterations of physical design, the
details of which are given in other publications on the platform [1, 2]. They are included
here in brief for convenience. The current version of the motes are known as “gen2” motes,
for second generation. This version of mote has the following components:
∙ 1 MicaZ programming board,
∙ 2 photo-diodes,
∙ 2 IR sensors,
∙ 2 servos,
∙ 2 encoders,
∙ 1 unused sensor port.
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Fig. 2.2: Some of the MASnet robots without their markers attached to the top.
2.3 Hardware Changes
Some hardware changes were required to make the gen2 MASmotes compatible with
the sensors needed for this research. While the MASmotes already contain a wireless com-
munication device for receiving and transmitting RF signals, this is unsuitable for usage as
the RF receiver in the EM localization procedure. The MASmotes make heavy use of their
transceivers for communicating position data, sensor readings, and other information with
each other and with the base station. This necessitates the inclusion of another RF receiver
listening on another channel for usage with the localization work.
Each of the motes has an extra sensor port, which was unpowered, requiring that a
connection be made on the main board in order to power the new RF sensor (Fig. 2.3).
Additionally, a method was devised to affix the receiver to the chassis in such a way as
to allow the best possible reception while not interfering with the existing functions of the
mote (Fig. 2.4). The receiver module used is manufactured by Parallax and is powered by
the LINX-RXM-433-LR-S chip. It functions on a frequency of 433 MHz with a range of 500
feet.
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(a) Original MASmote Gen II boards. (b) Modified MASmote Gen II boards, with
power to rear sensor port.
Fig. 2.3: Comparison of unmodified and modified MASmote circuit boards.
Fig. 2.4: A MASmote with the newly added RF receiver mounting.
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2.4 Software
The MASnet platform makes use of two different types of software to perform its
function. The robots that are used in the experiments use TinyOS and nesC, detailed next,
and the base station runs a custom-written program called Robot Commander, which is
detailed as well.
2.4.1 TinyOS and nesC
The MicaZ motes that the MASnet platform uses are programmed with a real-time
operating system called TinyOS [19,20]. This system provides a task-oriented environment
that also has support for event-dependent applications. TinyOS is specially designed for use
in embedded environments and has a very low memory and processor requirement [21,22].
TinyOS is written in nesC – a variant of C that is specialized for usage on embedded
systems [23]. The language has been optimized for hardware sensor access with support for
interrupts and task-management capabilities. Like C, it features very low-level control of
the system on which it is implemented. The system is ideal for remote embedded projects
because of its low power requirements and ability to manage multiple tasks at a time.
2.4.2 Robot Commander
The base station computer connects the entire system together. It makes use of a pro-
gram called Robot Commander (Fig. 2.5), which is programmed in C++ using the Microsoft
Foundation Classes (MFC) [2,4]. This program connects to the overhead-mounted camera,
using it to display real-time images of the robots. The program is capable of analyzing the
image and identifying the robots via the unique visual markers that are mounted on their
tops (Fig. 2.6). It performs this analysis with the help of a modified version of a library
called the AR Tool Kit [24]. Given this information, the program is able to determine the
position and heading of any so-marked robot on the platform. In addition to this localiza-
tion capability, Robot Commander communicates with the MASmotes via a MicaZ mote
connected to the base station computer. The program sends position information to each
of the robots, as well as receives information sent from the robots.
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Fig. 2.5: A screenshot of Robot Commander.
Just about anything can be sent from the robots to the base station. Currently most
of the information sent consists of position and movement information; the robots receive
their own coordinates from the base station, as well as any coordinates the user desires
them to move to, and reply to the base station when they determine they have arrived.
2.5 Simulation
A simulator was also developed in order to speed algorithm development through the
course of the research process. There are various options for simulation environments in
swarm engineering and mult-agent applications. Many of these were explored by Bourgeous
[2] and Railsback et al. [25]; that work was used as a launch point for the author’s own
investigation into which simulator would best be applied in this research. A list of the
simulators investigated follows.
∙ MAS2D [26]
∙ NetLogo [27]
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Fig. 2.6: The MASnet robots with their unique markers.
∙ Swarm [28]
∙ MASON [29]
2.5.1 MAS2D
MAS2D is a simulation platform that runs through Simulink in Matlab. It was devel-
oped from its predecessor, Diff-MAS2D [26], and has been used to simulate robot behavior
for the MASnet platform in the past [1]. MAS2D is designed to display the movement of
robots as they react to a distribution, whether it is moving or static. Each of the robots is
modeled as a point mass with second order dynamics [30],
푝¨푖 = 푢푖, (2.1)
where 푢푖 is the control signal applied, 푖 designates the 푖-th agent, and 푝푖 designates the
position of that agent. In order to achieve the CVT, the control signal is set to
푢푖 = 푘푝(푝푖 − 푝∗푖 )− 푘푑푝˙푖, (2.2)
where 푝∗푖 is the mass centroid of the corresponding Voronoi cell. 푘푖 and 푘푝 are positive
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constants and 푝푖 denotes the location of the 푖-th agent. The last term in (2.2) is a damping
factor that prevents oscillation as the agent nears its destination.
MAS2D uses a complex system of inter-linked Simulink blocks and is designed with
the specific purpose of modeling systems that are attracted to diffusions of various kinds.
While this system has been used to simulate the behavior of MASmotes in the past, it is
too specialized for use in this research, and would require a significant amount of effort to
make the necessary modifications.
2.5.2 NetLogo
NetLogo is a high-level simulation platform using the Logo language that allows the
user to specify desired behaviors [27]. These behaviors can then be modified by connecting
them to a user interface slider that can easily be used to change the gain on that particular
behavior. Graphics are provided and enable the user to easily visualize what is happening
in the simulation. The software is well-documented, as it was originally designed as a tool
for children to use in educational institutions.
While this language is easy to configure and easily runs simple simulations, it is too
high-level to allow the user to control the kinds of specifics that are needed in this research.
A system that can execute algorithms that are as close as possible to those that will be
executed on the hardware platform is needed. This will reduce the possibility of problems
being introduced via algorithmic inconsistencies and will allow for a clearer method to debug
and remove unwanted behaviors.
2.5.3 Swarm
Swarm is the oldest of those compared, and is written in Objective-C [28]. It is a
framework-type system in which the user develops his own program and ties into the var-
ious aspects of the Swarm frame to make use of visualization, agent movement, and other
functions. This simulator is capable of running very complex simulations with a high level of
speed in some cases, although speed does tend to decrease as complexity increases. Swarm
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is more lightly documented than NetLogo, but still contains enough to allow a new user to
get started.
While this method and language allow for the type of specificity needed in the simulator,
the language used introduces a high initial development effort requirement. Objective-C is
difficult to work with; it does not provide many of the language structures for streamlining
development that are present in Logo or Java. It would require more work than desired in
order to develop a sufficiently robust simulator.
2.5.4 MASON
MASON is relatively new to the swarm engineering simulation community [29]. It is
modeled on Swarm, but is designed to emphasize simulation efficiency and speed. Addi-
tionally, it is written in Java and is also a framework-type system, similar to Swarm – the
user is able to make use of framework-level visualization, agent movement, and interaction
structures. Tutorials are provided along with a set of pre-created simulations to introduce
the user to the types of things that may be done with MASON. The user may go through
the tutorials writing their own code, or may simply look at the provided simulation code in
order to learn how to perform an action. Other documentation is sparse, however.
The framework method, in combination with the Java language, allows for the amount
of specificity needed in developing the simulator for this research. In addition, Java is easy to
work with, as it is a rapid-development system in which many common needs are provided
for the user without sacrificing functionality. While the language is not as high-level as
Logo, which suffers from functionality sacrifice due to its abstraction, Java is also not as
low-level as Objective C, and allows the user to quickly implement desired functionality.
2.5.5 Simulator Design
While each of the discussed simulator systems has its own advantages and disadvan-
tages, it was determined that MASON is best suited for the needs of this research. Al-
gorithms can be developed in Java that will be very similar to those implemented on the
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hardware. Additionally, complex visualization is possible and simulations can be easily run,
paused, stopped, or even recorded for future display as movie files.
More information is included in Chapter 5, discussing the specifics of the simulator’s
implementation and how it relates to this research.
2.6 Chapter Summmary
This chapter discussed the makeup of the MASnet platform on which this research is
conducted. It also went over the hardware design and components of the MASmotes that
are used on it. Additional details were given on the hardware changes that were made
on the MASmotes for this research. The software systems used on the platform and base
station computer were also described. Potential simulator platforms were also analyzed and
reasoning given for the choice of simulator used in this work.
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Chapter 3
Distributed Formations Using Centroidal Voronoi
Tessellations
3.1 Overview
Centroidal Voronoi tessellations have interesting applications to formation control [1,
12]. Using them, a system can be devised in which the agents are automatically attracted
to the position that they should take up in the final formation. CVTs function by finding
the mass centroids inside a defined density function – these centroids are evenly distributed
throughout the density via the algorithm. The agents are then moved to these centroids and
the process is repeated until convergence to the desired formation is attained. This density
function provides a means whereby the agents may be arranged in the desired formation [31].
Since the algorithm converges to the points of highest density of this function, it should
ensure that the highest densities are found at the desired final positions of the agents. The
details of this system are described in this chapter.
3.2 Behavioral Formations versus CVT Formations
Behavioral systems or formations, briefly mentioned in Sec. 1.3, are a design approach
that has traditionally been used as a method to define individual agent behaviors as related
to each other [1,2]. A behavioral system generally relies on hardcoded values and behaviors
set into the agents at programming time, thus limiting their potential reactions at runtime.
For instance, in a formation setting, a particular agent will be designated as the leader, and
the rest as followers. Each individual will often be given either a set location it is to arrive
at, or a set offset it should maintain between itself and its leader. Such systems are not able
to incorporate new agents at will without first modifying their programming. However, one
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of the benefits of these systems is that they are very precise; given a functional system, an
agent will arrive exactly where it was told to go. There is also generally less complexity
involved in a behavioral system than a dynamic system, although more configuration is
often required of the operator.
CVT formations, by contrast, are dynamic systems and are also sometimes referred to
as mathematical systems [1]. Such a system is dynamic by nature – agents are not assigned
to a specific hardcoded set of coordinates to which they must arrive; instead, each agent
simply converges to the nearest point of the desired density and is then evenly spread across
it by the algorithm. This method is usually more energy efficient than a behavioral system
that depends on hardcoded locations for each individual agent, because if an agent is merely
going toward the nearest concentration of the density then it will be more likely to travel a
shorter distance than if it is trying to reach a pre-set destination independent of its starting
location. Additionally, agents can be added or removed at will from the operation with little
consequence to the remaining agents. CVT-based systems generally have more complexity
than behavioral systems, but have much less configuration from an operator perspective.
3.3 Centralized CVT Formations
Previous work on the MASnet platform with CVT Formations was limited to a cen-
tralized approach [1]. The centralized approach has the benefit of allowing the base station
computer to perform all of the calculations, leaving the robots relatively free to complete
other tasks if necessary.
The algorithm used in the centralized formation approach is a discretization of Lloyd’s
algorithm [32]. While MacQueen’s algorithm [33] is included here for comparison, it was
not used in this research.
Lloyd’s algorithm employs a method that involves fewer iterations, a definitive bene-
fit to an algorithm to be implemented in an autonomous system with limited computing
resources. Unfortunately, it also involves some expensive calculations that are less advanta-
geous to have to compute on a resource-limited system. A description of Lloyd’s algorithm
follows.
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Given a region Ω, a density function 휌(푥, 푦), defined for all {푥, 푦} ∈ Ω, and a positive
integer 푘,
1. Select an initial set of 푘 points {푝푖,0}푘푖=1 as generators;
2. For iteration, 푛 = 0, 1, 2 . . ., construct the Voronoi sets {푉푖,푛}푘푖=1 associated with
generators {푝푖,푛}푘푖=1;
3. Determine the mass centroids of the Voronoi sets; these centroids become the new set
of generator points, {푝푖,푛+1}푘푖=1;
4. If the new points meet the chosen convergence criterion, terminate; otherwise, return
to step 2.
By contrast, MacQueen’s algorithm makes use of discrete CVTs, but does not use
mass centroids – but it still converges to a CVT. A description of MacQueen’s algorithm
follows [1, 33].
Given a region Ω, a density function 휌(푥, 푦), defined for all {푥, 푦} ∈ Ω, and a positive
integer 푘,
1. Select an initial set of 푘 points {푝푖,0}푘푖=1 as the generators; set the integer array 퐽푖,0 = 1
for 푖 = 1, . . . , 푘;
2. For iteration, 푛 = 0, 1, 2 . . ., choose a point 푞 ∈ Ω at random; for instance by a Monte
Carlo method, according to the density function 휌(푥, 푦);
3. Determine the generator, 푝푖,푛, closest to the point 푞;
4. Set 푝푖,푛+1 ← 퐽푖푝푖+푞퐽푖+1 , 퐽푖,푛+1 ← 퐽푖,푛 + 1, 푝푗,푛+1 = 푝푗,푛, and 퐽푗,푛+1 = 퐽푗,푛, 푗 ∕= 푖;
5. If the new generating points, {푝푖,푛+1}푘푖=1, meet the chosen convergence criterion, ter-
minate; otherwise return to step 2.
This algorithm is significantly simpler in individual calculations than Lloyd’s method,
but requires a significant number of iterations to handle multiple generators and achieve
convergence, as a single iteration only moves one generator.
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See Fig. 3.1 for a block diagram describing the basic functionality of the algorithm.
Since a density is required for a CVT-based algorithm to function, one must either be
present on the platform itself as a physical property of the conditions existing there, or one
must be artificially created. Since a formation may be desired at any arbitrary location, it
is not feasible to depend on a natural density to exist at the desired spot. As a result, an
artificial density must be created in order to effect the tessellation and distribute the robots
evenly. This is accomplished via a network of virtual sensors that provide readings on a
given density function that governs the formation to be made. These sensors are created
with a set distribution across the platform and provide their readings according to their
positions in the density. Next, the base station must determine which of the virtual sensors
are within each robot’s individual cells. This step is performed in order to assist in locating
the mass centroid of the cell. Once each sensor has been assigned to a robot’s Voronoi cell,
the mass centroid is calculated using the artificial readings created earlier. The robots are
then ordered to move to the new centroids’ positions, and the formation is created.
3.4 Decentralized CVT Formations
The centralized algorithm spares the robots from many calculations and allows a very
high number of virtual sensors to be used, resulting in a very accurate formation. However,
it also has the major disadvantage of requiring the base station computer to remain in close
contact with the robots, in order for the base station to both receive their position infor-
mation for tessellation calculation and give the robots their new positions in the formation.
This dependence on a central base station makes it less of a truly autonomous solution. A
decentralized method allows the robots to be actually autonomous without dependence on
open lines of communication with a central location, which may or may not be subject to
various problems. A swarm using such a method could be cut off from the home station for
extended periods of time in the event of a communication failure or interference.
The decentralized algorithm takes a similar approach to the centralized one described
previously, however it takes place primarily on the individual robots. The base station
detects the robots’ positions via the pGPS system and transmits each robot’s position to it.
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Fig. 3.1: Centralized CVT Algorithm: Block diagram of the centralized CVT algorithm.
The base station performs all calculations.
This is the only involvement the base station has in the formation algorithm. Upon receiv-
ing this information, each robot transmits its own position to its fellows on the platform,
which save each individual received identification and position for later use in the formation
algorithm. This current position finding system uses direct communication between the
robots, which in a production system would be receiving their individual positions via a
true GPS satellite.
The functionality of the decentralized algorithm is described in block diagram form in
Fig. 3.2. Similar to the centralized algorithm, virtual sensors must be created and read in
order to determine the mass centroid of the Voronoi cells. The virtual sensors’ positions
are calculated by each robot. They each then determine which sensors are within their
individual cells and calculate the mass centroid according to their virtual sensors’ readings
and move to the new location.
This algorithm is dynamic with respect to the number of robots on the platform, with
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Fig. 3.2: Decentralized CVT Algorithm: Block diagram of the decentralized CVT algorithm.
Each robot performs the calculations for its own cell.
no need to reset hard values when a robot has been added or removed from active use. Since
each robot’s position is communicated to all robots on the platform, they can individually
make the decisions necessary to take part in the formation at the correct spots. This is
also a great benefit of using the CVT approach; the CVT structure is open to and even
facilitates this particular type of optimization.
Many geometric shapes can be turned into potential formations for autonomous agents
governed by CVTs. Since CVTs depend on the aforementioned density function in order
to be able to distribute generating points evenly across the region, such a function must be
formed in order to create the desired formation. Gaussian density functions can be altered
to produce a density in a desired shape, rather than a single point, which can be used to
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provide a CVT algorithm with the necessary information to allow the distribution of its
generating points. Such an equation is of the form (3.1),
휌(푥, 푦) = 푒−휎푆(푥,푦)
2
, (3.1)
where 푆 is an expression describing the desired geometric shape to be made into a formation,
and 휎 is some large positive gain.
To create a formation equation, use the following procedure, given a description equa-
tion for a desired formation shape.
1. Manipulate the shape description equation into the form 푆(푥, 푦) = 0.
2. Place the new 푆 into (3.1).
3. Determine a suitable 휎 for the application, depending on the size of the area of interest
and the coordinate system.
For example, consider the equation for a V shape, 푦 = ∣푥푐푒푛−푥∣+푦푐푒푛, where 푥푐푒푛 and
푦푐푒푛 denote the point of the V. 푆 = −∣푥푐푒푛 − 푥∣ + (푦 − 푦푐푒푛). The formation equation for
this shape is shown in (3.2):
휌(푥, 푦) = 푒−휎[−∣푥푐푒푛−푥∣+(푦−푦푐푒푛)]
2
, (3.2)
where a suitable value of 휎 for this application would be 10−6.
3.5 Results
There is a distinct difficulty present in implementing such a decentralized CVT algo-
rithm on actual robots and hardware as opposed to implementing one in a simulation or
other form. A decentralized algorithm implemented in a simulation has the advantage of
having more resources, such as greater processing power and ease of data access. In ad-
dition, implementing a decentralized algorithm on such a system allows the abstraction of
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some important details that cannot be ignored in a physical system that is being imple-
mented on robots. Some of these details include difficulties like hardware limitations such
as low-available memory, sensitivity of the robot microcontrollers to outside disturbance
(collisions), hardware glitches, wireless message loss or saturation, processing time, and
sensor inaccuracy. Having run into some of these issues on the platform, it was necessary
to take steps to mitigate them.
The first step taken is that, 휎, which is usually desired as a high value, must be made
very small in order to create a density with enough definition to attract the robots to a rigid
formation structure. This is partially due to the granularity of the virtual sensors used to
sample the density function – less spread is more desirable for a more rigid formation.
The decentralized CVT algorithm provides similar response times to the centralized
work done by Rounds [1]. However, due to limitations with the platform and the robots
on which it is implemented, there is a strict restriction on the number of virtual sensors
that may be used in calculating the density function and its associated mass centroids. The
number of virtual sensors used had to be decreased dramatically from the ideal in order to
maintain a reasonable operating time for the algorithm. While it is possible to implement
the algorithm in such a way as to reduce memory consumption to negligible levels, this in
turn increases the execution time of a single iteration, thereby increasing the amount of
time required for the formation to converge. Since this restriction is already in place, a
more memory-intensive approach was used in order to reduce computation time, which is
acceptable since memory is becoming increasingly less expensive.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the resolution of the artificial density field is greatly affected
by the number of virtual sensors present. The resulting effect of lower sensor numbers
on the formation itself is usually confusion on the part of the robots or collisions as they
attempt to reach the same centroid location. The current limit on the number of virtual
sensors is 160. As a result of this decrease in virtual sensors, the algorithm has suffered
from a distinct loss of accuracy. Occasionally, due to the robots’ starting locations, a single
agent will read a density of 0 on all virtual sensors in its cell, thus preventing it from taking
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Fig. 3.3: Gaussian Density Resolution: Above is the density for a diagonal line as read by
18 sensors with a larger 휎 left and smaller 휎 right. Below is the density as read by 104
sensors with the same values of 휎 relative to above. Note that the diagrams show relatively
smooth distributions that are not perfectly representative of the density as read by the
discrete sensors. The diagrams serve to show the benefit of higher resolution and smaller 휎.
part in the formation. This, however, happens infrequently. With the iterative approach of
the algorithm, the robots that start without any usable density in their Voronoi cells often
pick some up once neighboring robots move away toward their mass centroids. The lower
value of 휎 widens the density, which allows the robots to more easily pick up the density
and converge faster. However, the wider density also has the disadvantage of providing a
less rigid formation, as there is the potential for individual robots to be slightly outside of
the desired location.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, all robots present take part in the formation, although the
formation accuracy has been negatively affected by the lower resolution of virtual sensors.
The formation shown in the left picture of the figure is a diagonal line across the platform.
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Fig. 3.4: CVT formations: Examples of distributed formations. Left is a diagonal line, right
is a V-shape.
This formation is governed by (3.3),
휌푘 = 푒
−10−6[(푥푘−푥푐푒푛)+(푦푘−푦푐푒푛)]2 , (3.3)
where 푘 indicates a sensor in the set of virtual sensors, 휌푘 is the density’s reading at that
sensor’s position, and 푦푐푒푛 denotes the 푦 axis crossing point.
The robots in the diagonal line are not completely aligned, as can be seen on the
left, and two of them are clustered together. This is a result of the coarser granularity in
the number of virtual sensors as well as some communications losses between the robots
involved. The colored lines seen in the figure denote the paths taken by the individual
robots from their starting locations. The second picture shows a V-shape governed by (3.4)
in which several of the robots are slightly away from the ideal location.
휌푘 = 푒
−10−6[−∣푥푐푒푛−푥푘∣+(푦푘−푦푐푒푛)]2 (3.4)
Each formation type was tested 10 times. See Table 3.1 for a list of average convergence
times observed for the starting locations tried.
The convergence times tend to be lower for a more clustered starting location. Addi-
tionally, there are generally fewer problems with robots reading no density data on their
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Table 3.1: Average convergence times by starting location.
Clustered Separated
Horizontal Line 42.12s 43.95s
V-shape 53.01s 90.00s
Diagonal Line 31.25s 32.37s
sensors when the robots are clustered, since as the outer robots move to evenly space them-
selves across the density function, the remaining robots are able to pick up data that was
previously blocked by the other robots.
3.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed research into autonomous formation control. Explanation was
given to the differences between behavioral and dynamic, or CVT, formations with special
attention to the strengths and weaknesses of both. Following this, a description of the
centralized CVT formation algorithm was given with details of the algorithm used. A
description of the decentralized CVT formation algorithm was given next with its differences
and similarities to the centralized algorithm described, including a method of adapting
geometric shapes to a valid CVT formation equation. Results were described subsequently,
with an explanation of the role of virtual sensors and their potential effects on the formation.
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Chapter 4
EM Transmitter Detection Methods
4.1 Common Methods
There are several different methods of obtaining the position of a wireless radio trans-
mitter. Each of these methods involves using a certain number of other transmitters and a
method of triangulation. There are several localization methods that depend on range-based
sensor readings in order to be able to determine a transmitter’s position [34]:
∙ Received Signal Strength (RSS),
∙ Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA),
∙ Time of Arrival (TOA),
∙ Angle of Arrival (AOA).
Each of these methods depends on different input data in order to provide the desired
output. The latter three items in the list require specific hardware in order to be able to
make the required observations and can provide better accuracy than the RSS method.
However, the RSS method is easier to obtain and can be performed with cheaper sensors.
4.1.1 Received Signal Strength
The received signal strength method for locating an unknown transmitter makes use of
a received signal strength indicator (RSSI) pin found on many RF receiving devices. This
pin allows the receiver to report the strength of the signal to whatever device is attached
to it, and can in turn be used to help locate the position of the sending transmitter by
making use of a form of the inverse square law, (4.1), which states that all electromagnetic
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radiation power, 푃푟, in free space decays at a rate inversely proportional to the square of
the distance, 푑, it has travelled [35], i.e.,
푃푟 ∝ 1
푑2
. (4.1)
A more specific form of this law, like the following,
푃푟 =
푃푡퐺푡퐺푟휆
2
(4휋푑)2
, (4.2)
can be used to find the distance from the transmitter if the transmitted power (푃푡) and
transmitter gain (퐺푡) are known [36]. In practice this can be difficult as the transmitter
power and gain are not always known quantities.
This equation can be solved to give a distance, 푑, for a single receiver from a given
transmitter, where 휆 is the wavelength of the signal. This range gives a radius of possible
lcoations around the receiver on which the transmitter may be located. Given multiple
receiving antennas, the transmitter can be located on the intersection of all of these radii.
This method is one of the simplest to implement because it does not require specialized
hardware nor extensive calculation. Unfortunately, this method is also vulnerable to prob-
lems with multi-path fading and reflection from surfaces around the transmitter or receivers,
and is especially inaccurate inside buildings.
4.1.2 Time Delay of Arrival
The time delay of arrival method measures the time difference, Δ푡, between receipt
of a signal at multiple points in a series. Given this time difference information, a range
difference between the two points may be calculated, using the speed of radio waves in free
space (푐 = 3× 108 푚/푠) and the equation for velocity, Δ푟 = 푐Δ푡.
Once this is obtained, a hyperbola may be plotted between any two receiving points,
indicating the possible locations of the transmitter. This hyperbola designates points of
equal range difference, Δ푟, from the two receiving points. A hyperbola is defined by two
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focus points, the difference in distance between them, and a point of origin, known as the
vertex. Equation (4.3) gives the definition of a basic hyperbola,
∣푑1 − 푑2∣ = Δ푟, (4.3)
where 푑1 is the distance between a point, 푃 , on the hyperbola and the first receiving point,
and 푑2 is the distance between 푃 and the second receiving point.
At least three receivers are necessary for successful transmitter localization with this
method, as limiting to two receivers provides only a single hyperbola. A hyperbola is
plotted between each pair of transmitters, giving a total of three hyperbolas in the case of
three receivers; the transmitter is can be found at the intersection point of all hyperbolas.
Additional receivers may be included in the measurement for additional accuracy. This
method is more complex than the RSS method above, but does provide additional accuracy
and is not as susceptible to fluctuations in the propagation of radio waves over the area of
interest.
4.1.3 Time of Arrival
This is very similar to the time delay of arrival method described above, however, it
makes use of absolute arrival times at various receivers rather than the difference of arrival
time between two of them. Having these absolute times allows the receivers to determine
the range to the transmitter and use a circle intersection method like that described for
RSS. This requires that the signal being received contain some information regarding when
it was sent, and also requires that the clocks of transmitter and receivers be synchronized.
Logically, this will likely only be the case when the sender is friendly and wishes to be
located, or at least, is not averse to being located.
4.1.4 Angle of Arrival
This method makes use of directionally sensitive antennas to determine the angle at
which the received signal is strongest. Given multiple antennas, the location of the trans-
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mitter can be found by plotting the line direction from each receiver antenna and finding
the point where these lines intersect. This method only requires two receivers, although
additional accuracy or speed can be introduced with additional receivers.
This method only works with a specialized antenna that is more sensitive in a certain
direction than in others, and is not suitable for implementation with standard omnidirec-
tional receiver hardware.
4.2 Previous Work
Some work has been done previously with regard to autonomously locating and tracking
EM transmitters. Daniel Pack [37] explored a method that utilized a state-based system to
control multiple UAVs. This method provides a cooperative system in which the aircraft
communicate potential target locations to each other and coordinate to more accurately
track transmitters. Pack’s method made extensive use of the AOA method of transmitter
location.
Sarunic et al. [38] implemented a path planning method that could be used to track
and react to multiple stationary or slowly moving radar platforms. They also examined the
potential presence of no-fly zones. This method made use of a centralized tracking solu-
tion that was required to maintain contact with the UAVs, rather than a fully distributed
approach and did not investigate formation control. This centralized controller also deter-
mines how best to assign UAVs to various sub-tasks associated with the overall assignment
of tracking detected emitters. Additional work was also completed by Karabulut et al. [39]
in which matching pursuit algorithms were analyzed and applied to a direction of arrival
situation.
Further interesting work by Hara et al. [40] was accomplished to generate a local, or
common coordinate system that agents within a swarm could use to self-locate and assist
other agents to self-locate. Further work in this field was also conducted by Alippi and
Vanini [41], in which a static multi-hop system was able to provide estimated self-locations
of nodes in a wireless network.
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4.3 MASnet Application
An important idea that several of these papers have not considered is that of a dis-
tributed system using swarm intelligence and emergent behavior design principles to achieve
the desired outcome. Additionally, none of them took into account the effects that variations
in formation control methods can have in radio transmitter localization.
After considering the various methods of localization, the RSS approach was determined
to be the most implementable on the available hardware. This method, while simple to
implement in theory and relatively easy in mathematical analysis, is much more difficult to
implement accurately in practice. It suffers from inaccuracies caused by inconsistencies in
radio wave propagation through an environment, and often requires pre-generated empirical
results in order to be able to accurately generate a range determination from the RSS
indicator. In addition there are other problems, such as signal reflection from walls and
other surfaces that can further distort the readings. Despite all of these difficulties, a
method was devised that is able to calculate the position of a transmitter with a certain
degree of accuracy.
The TDOA method, while significantly more accurate than the RSS method, is not
practical to implement in hardware due to the speed of the processors available. Since
the MASnet platform is only 3.5 × 2.5 meters, the time differences involved are on the
order of 0 to 3 nanoseconds. In order to measure a time difference of that granularity,
special hardware or a processor of at least 1 GHz is needed, depending on the degree of
location precision desired – a faster processor would allow for finer-grained localization.
Since the MicaZ processors are a mere 16 MHz, that leaves this approach beyond their
reach. Initially, the TDOA method was implemented in simulation in the hope that the
clock on the wireless communication module could be used to help time the arrival of signals
on the hardware platform once the simulation phase was completed. Unfortunately, as of the
time of writing, the author was unable to find a way to accomplish this. Nevertheless, this
method was included in simulation in order to demonstrate the differences and strengths as
opposed to the RSS method.
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The AOA and TOA methods both rely either upon specialized hardware or specialized
signals being sent. Since direction-sensitive antennas were not available to the author at
the time of research, no plans were made to investigate the AOA method in simulation nor
hardware. TOA depends on the transmitter giving some indication of the time that the
message was transmitted – given the nature of the problem being considered in this thesis, it
is not practical to expect the transmitter to include such information. In addition, the TOA
method requires the same granularity in time recording as the TDOA approach. Therefore,
the RSS approach is most likely to provide the most accurate information possible while
also avoiding the assumption that the transmitter must include any particular information
in its messages.
4.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the potential methods for EM transmitter localization which
were analyzed for this research. Descriptions were given for each of the methods: RSS,
TDOA, TOA, and AOA. Previous work completed by others was described in relation to
that included here. This was followed by reasons for the selection of the RSS method for
usage on the MASnet platform and usage of the TDOA method in simulation.
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Chapter 5
EM Taxis Simulation
5.1 The Simulator
The simulator for this research was designed and programmed in Java [42], using the
MASON framework [29]. For reasons already cited in Sec. 2.5, this framework was used
because it was determined to be the best suited for requirements of the research being
performed.
MASON allows for simulation stepping, which is an integral part of the design of the
simulator. This process allows the user to start a simulation, then pause it at any time; it can
then either be resumed at normal speed or progressed a single step at a time. All action
takes place on the step: movement, readings, calculation, and estimation. Additionally,
simulations can be saved for later analysis on a different machine or to change parameters
and investigate differences between parameter changes. Recordings of simulations can also
be saved as QuickTime movie files that can be later displayed at the user’s leisure.
The internal structure of the simulator is separated into two main components built
on the MASON framework (Fig. 5.1).
∙ Simulation
∙ Visualization
The simulation performs all of the calculations regarding position, agent state, agent
readings, and any other information that is needed to make the simulator actually perform
the simulation. The behavior of the agents is defined here, and the simulator can actually
be run functionally in this manner without the visualization; although some sort of output
system would need to be included in order for the results to be interpreted by the user.
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Fig. 5.1: Stack diagram of the EM-taxis simulator.
The visualization functions separately from the simulation. It reads the information
produced by the simulation and presents that information as a developer-defined repre-
sentation in a window to the side of the main simulator control window. The user can
double-click on elements in the display window (Fig. 5.2(a)) and view information about
the particular agent or element that has been selected in the simulator control window
(Fig. 5.2(b)). Additionally, certain parameters that have been exposed for those elements
can be modified through this window.
The agents are represented by point masses with second-order dynamics, and are mod-
eled the same way as specified in Sec. 2.5.1 using (2.1) and (2.2).
The agents are represented on-screen as a single dot, which moves from point to point
with each step of the simulation. A screenshot is shown in Fig. 5.2(a), where the green dots
represent the tracking agents, while the blue dot represents the transmitter agent. The gray
field shown is the space on which the simulation takes place; it is made up of a 100×100
coordinate-area space.
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(a) Simulator View Panel. (b) Simulator Control Panel.
Fig. 5.2: Simulator screenshot showing tracking and transmitting agents.
5.2 Simulating CVT Formations
In order to simulate the type of actions the agents will be performing while tracking
the transmitter, it was necessary to implement CVT formations. Beneficially, this newly-
implemented simulation system allowed for a quick and easy method of iterating designs of
new dynamics and approaches before getting to the hardware-implementation stage. This
section details the method in which the CVT formation system was implemented in the
simulator.
The first task for any CVT algorithm is to define the distribution around which the
CVT will be formed, and the sensors that will be reading it. Several different distribution
types were defined for usage in the simulator; these appear in Fig. 5.3.
Each of these distributions is read by a sensor network (Fig. 5.4) that determines the
value of the density at its particular position. These sensors are evenly distributed across
the platform at a set interval. One key difference between the simulation implementation
and that discussed in Sec. 3.4 is the location at which the sensors are stored. In the hardware
implementation described in Sec. 3.4, the sensors reside on each of the agents; that is, each
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(a) Diagonal density. (b) Ellipse density.
(c) Horizontal density. (d) V-shape density.
Fig. 5.3: Examples of formation densities as rendered in the simulator.
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Fig. 5.4: Agents with formation sensors over diagonal distribution.
of the agents contains a copy of the sensors, and decides which to ignore based on the
position information it receives from the other agents. In the simulator, there is only one
group of sensors, and the agents each read from the sensors that are appropriate to their
own location, based on the position information they receive from the other agents. This
requires less memory, and since there is no communication restriction, is also available as a
more efficient method.
From this point, the CVT formation algorithm used in the simulator is very much
like that used on the actual agents. The agents only re-calculate their centroid positions
every ten steps. This reduces the amount of calculation needed for individual steps in
the simulation and does not interfere since the agents do not move fast enough for this to
become a problem.
5.3 Simulating Behavioral Formations
As discussed in Sec. 3.2, behavioral systems are different in many ways from CVT
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formations. A type of behavioral formation was implemented both in simulation and for
the later hardware work using the motes to provide a comparison with the CVT formation
trials. The behavioral system used here uses a leader-follower approach, in which the leader
is pre-determined and given a set location to arrive at according to which formation is being
analyzed. The followers are then assigned particular slots within the formation and told
to maintain a certain position offset from the agent ahead of them in the formation. This
position offset is also varied according to the formation being analyzed.
5.4 Estimation using TDOA
The Time Delay of Arrival method of RF localization is an interesting and accurate
way to determine the location of a transmitter. As discussed in Sec. 4.1.2, this method
makes use of hyperbola intersection points to locate the transmitter. In order to more
deeply explore this method, it was implemented on the simulator since it is not practical
to implement in hardware with the equipment currently available to the author. Both the
algorithm and the results of simulations are detailed in this section.
5.4.1 TDOA Algorithm
The TDOA approach requires a hyperbola between each pair of agents in order to
accurately determine the location of the transmitter. To speed development time and for
simplicity, the hyperbolas were stored in the main simulator object, which is analogous
to the base station storing the hyperbola information for the agents. This way each of
the agents is able to access the information stored in each hyperbola, but complexity is
dramatically reduced.
Another challenge presented is that of determining which side of the hyperbola is
desired. The mathematical equation of a hyperbola [43], included here again for convenience
in (5.1),
∣푑1 − 푑2∣ = Δ푟, (5.1)
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gives two sides: one bent toward the first focus, and the other bent toward the second focus.
This difficulty can be mitigated by removing the absolute values, as shown in (5.2),
(푑1 − 푑2) = Δ푟, (5.2)
and choosing the first focus used, corresponding to 푑1, to be the focus with the later time
of arrival, such that Δ푟 is positive and the hyperbola is bent in the desired direction,
intersecting the location of the transmitter.
A method needed to be devised to determine which of all the possible points in the
simulated area were actually a part of the hyperbola. It determines the points belonging to
the hyperbolas by cycling through all of the points on the grid and examining whether or
not they fit the range difference equation provided by the two focii and the time difference
reading. Since this method of determining the points is measuring distances on a discrete
coordinate system using floating point arithmetic, a precision reduction factor had to be
introduced. This allows the algorithm to determine that a point belongs on the hyperbola
when its range difference is within a certain degree of precision from the desired range
difference. This is described mathematically in (5.3),
휒(푥, 푦) = {푥, 푦∣ ∣푑1 − 푑2 −Δ푟∣ < 휖}, (5.3)
where 휒(푥, 푦) represents the set of points on the hyperbola and 휖 represents the precision
factor. The precision factor, 휖, was found through repeated trials in which a very low
precision reduction was applied and gradually increased to the point that the simulator was
able to find common points between all hyperbolas in almost all cases.
However, the resulting set of points is no longer a true hyperbola because of this
precision reduction and will be referred to as a pseudo-hyperbola for clarity. The overall
effect of this system is that the pseudo-hyperbolas are sometimes wider than would be
expected, as can be seen in Fig. 5.5. This effect actually increases the localization capability
of the estimation algorithm, since without this precision reduction scheme the psuedo-
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Fig. 5.5: Hyperbolas generated by tracking agents in the MASON simulator.
hyperbolas often have gaps in which the system was not able to find a satisfying point.
Some of these gaps can be seen in Fig. 5.6(a) in the lower right quarter.
In addition, this method provides an excellent way to view the pseudo-hyperbolas
graphically in order to facilitate rapid assessment of the techniques being used. While there
are graphics libraries that are capable of drawing hyperbolas, they are less common and not
suited for the task at hand. It should be noted that there is a parametric method to solve
for the points on a hyperbola [44]. This method involves the usage of vectors to indicate
which points lie on the hyperbola, with each vector defined by a magnitude and an angle.
However, the above-described method was used for algorithmic simplicity.
Once the points on the pseudo-hyperbolas have been determined, the transmitter may
be located on the intersection point of all pseudo-hyperbolas. This is accomplished in
another system that is separated from the agents and runs at the same level on which the
psuedo-hyperbola information is stored. This is done in order to maintain the separation
that was established when the pseudo-hyperbolas themselves were set up and maintain
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the complexity at a lower level. The location estimator determines which of the pseudo-
hyperbolas contains the most points and uses that as a baseline against which to compare
the other pseudo-hyperbolas. While iterating through the points that are contained in
the largest pseudo-hyperbola, it sets aside those points that are common to all psuedo-
hyperbolas in a separate container. When complete, it averages the locations of these
points to determine the estimated location of the transmitter, and draws that point on the
graphical representation (Fig. 5.6). The estimated point is drawn as a circle with a variable
radius; this radius is changed depending on the number of points that were found to be
common to all pseudo-hyperbolas. A larger circle (Fig. 5.6(b)) indicates a higher degree
of uncertainty on the part of the algorithm. This uncertainty was used to calculate the
confidence levels as detailed in the following section.
5.4.2 TDOA Results
Tests were run with both CVT-based formations and behavioral formation types, with
the estimation error recorded along with the formation shape, confidence level, and whether
or not the transmitter was within the estimated location circle. Since the algorithm should
be able to accurately predict the location of the transmitter regardless of its position relative
to the tracking agents, that parameter was not included in the data.
Each formation was tested ten times. The percent error for each test was calculated
according to (5.4),
퐸푝푒푟푐푒푛푡 =
√
(푥푎 − 푥푒)2 + (푦푎 − 푦푒)2
푑푚푎푥
, (5.4)
where (푥푎, 푦푎) and (푥푒, 푦푒) represent the transmitter’s actual location and estimated loca-
tion, respectively, and 푑푚푎푥 represents the maximum distance across the grid space.
The confidence level was calculated based on the number of points common to all
pseudo-hyperbolas, according to (5.5),
퐶 =
1
푛푐표푚푚표푛
, (5.5)
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(a) High estimation certainty. (b) Low estimation certainty.
Fig. 5.6: Examples of tracking agents in V-formation estimating transmitter position using
the TDOA method.
where 퐶 is the confidence, and 푛푐표푚푚표푛 represents the number of points common to all
pseudo-hyperbolas.
Of 80 individual tests performed in the simulator using TDOA, with uniformly dis-
tributed initial positions of both agents and transmitter, the agents are able to locate the
transmitter 86% of the time, and were within 30% error in 92.5% of all tests. The degree
of confidence varies depending on the transmitter’s location and the formation shape being
made. The data for CVT formations appears in Table 5.1. Each of these formations had
tests where not all agents converged exactly to the desired formation. The data shows that
the V-shape was the most accurate, both in lowest percent error and in the highest confi-
dence, although there were multiple times where the agents did not form a perfect V. The
horizontal line was next most accurate, although it had more fully-incomplete formations
than the diagonal line or the V-shape. The diagonal line tests suffered from occasional
co-linearity problems: when the transmitter was in a position that the psuedo-hyperbolas
were symmetrical on both sides of the line and the estimated point could be set to either
location, the estimated location fell between the two possibilities. The ellipse formation
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Table 5.1: Average error parameter values for TDOA approach with CVT formations.
Error Confidence Percent in Circle
Diagonal Line 3.62% 70.0% 70.0%
Horizontal Line 0.28% 70.8% 90.0%
V-Shape 0.10% 90.0% 90.0%
Ellipse 9.47% 60.2% 80.0%
was least accurate; this was due to the fact that the agents were not actually often able
to come into formation. On one of the tests, two of the agents moved off to one corner
together and the group was completely unable to come up with an estimated location. This
was not totally unexpected, however. In the formation research conducted in Chapter 3,
the ellipse formation could not be used because the agents were often unable to detect the
thin distribution (see Fig. 5.3(b)).
The results show the formations that had the agents in non-colinear positions most
often had the lowest percentage of error. The V-shape falls into this category, by the nature
of the formation, then the horizontal line also falls into this category because of the number
of times the agents simply did not complete the formation. The diagonal line, which was
most accurate in placing the agents into a colinear formation had two instances where the
position of the transmitter was incorrectly predicted due to possible points being on either
side of the line.
The behavioral formation results corroborate these findings. Note that in Table 5.2,
the stark contrast in percent error between the colinear formations and the non-colinear
formations. Both the horizontal and diagonal lines had very high error percentages combined
with low confidence values. The V-shape, which still has most of the agents in a colinear
position was somewhat subject to this problem as well, though not nearly to the extent
of the former two. Lastly, the ellipse formation performs best out of this category; this is
because no more than any two of the agents are colinear with each other.
It is interesting to note that a strength of the behavioral formations, regarding for-
mation accuracy, is its specificity; an agent may be exactly placed with regard to another
one. But this same formation specificity hurts the accuracy of the transmitter locating al-
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Table 5.2: Average error parameter values for TDOA approach with behavioral formations.
Error Confidence Percent in Circle
Diagonal Line 10.26% 35.9% 20.0%
Horizontal Line 19.57% 25.5% 10.0%
V-Shape 1.46% 42.6% 90.0%
Ellipse 0.54% 65.0% 90.0%
gorithm in all but one case – the ellipse – where it far out-performed the similar CVT-based
approach.
5.5 Estimation using RSS
The RSS method of estimating transmitter location, while less accurate than the TDOA
method, is significantly easier to use with common hardware. As discussed in Sec. 4.1.1,
this method reads the signal strength from the receiving radio and uses that information
to try to determine the transmitter’s distance from the receiver. The behavior of radio
waves in the environment that the tests are being performed must be known, since there is
no fool-proof method to translate a signal strength to distance because of reflections and
differences in antenna radiation patterns. This section details the implementation of this
method in the simulator and the results of tests performed with it.
5.5.1 RSS Algorithm
In order to determine the position of the transmitter, each agent has a circle, which
models the estimated distance from the receiver to the transmitter. While the agents would
be able to each store their own circles without increasing complexity inherently, calculations
need to be performed on the circles in order to determine the location of the most intersection
points. This would require a complex management and communication scheme in order to
find the intersection points and determine which points make up the estimated transmitter
location. In order to simplify the algorithm the individual circles are stored at the higher
level where the main simulation runs – much like the pseudo-hyperbolas in the TDOA
method.
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As discussed in Sec. 4.1.1, (4.2) can be used to determine the distance of a transmitter
from the receiver. This equation is implemented in the simulator to determine the radius
of the circle belonging to a particular receiving agent. Note that the transmitter power
is assumed to be known for simplicity. Once each of the circles has been determined, the
system attempts to find the intersection points between each pair of circles. The process
for finding the intersection points is as follows [45]. See also Fig. 5.7.
1. Determine the distance, 푑, between the two circle centers.
∙ If 푑 > 푟0 + 푟1, there are no solutions, the circles are separate.
∙ If 푑 < ∣푟0 − 푟1∣, there are no solutions, one circle is fully within the other.
∙ If 푑 = 0 and 푟0 = 푟1, there are infinite solutions, the circles occupy the same
space and are the same size.
2. Using the Pythagorean theorm, we can write 푎2 + ℎ2 = 푟0
2 and 푏2 + ℎ2 = 푟1
2.
3. Because 푑 = 푏+ 푎, we can solve for 푎: 푎 = (푟0
2 − 푟12 + 푑2)/(2푑).
4. Solve for ℎ by substituting into the first equation: ℎ2 = 푟0
2 − 푎2.
5. Now we have 푃2 = 푃0 + 푎(푃1 − 푃0)/푑.
6. Lastly, we can solve for 푃3 = (푥3, 푦3) and 푃3 = (푥4, 푦4) in terms of 푃0, 푃1, and 푃2,
similarly separated into coordinates: 푥3 = 푥2 + ℎ(푦1 − 푦0)/푑, 푦3 = 푦2 − ℎ(푥1 − 푥0)/푑
and 푥4 = 푥2 − ℎ(푦1 − 푦0)/푑, 푦4 = 푦2 + ℎ(푥1 − 푥0)/푑 .
Once all of the intersection points have been found, they must be filtered; half of the
points are near or at the location of the transmitter, while the other half are not. With
wholly linear formations, a common case occurs in which the receivers are colinear and the
transmitter is placed in such a way that the intersection points are symmetrically grouped
on opposite sides of each other. In this case, nothing can be done to further refine the
selections, and either the receivers or the transmitter must move to take readings from
different locations. If this case does not occur, then the intersections that are on or near
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Fig. 5.7: Diagram of the intersection of two circles.
the transmitter will be tightly grouped while the others will be scattered. In the case of
these linear formations, a special case can occur in which the transmitter is also colinear
with the receivers, allowing the receivers to locate it without a change in formation.
The correct points are picked out using a bin system, similar to a histogram.
1. Iterate across the 푥 and 푦 coordinates with a given step size. This step size is the size
of the bin. Store any intersections found in the current block of 푥 and 푦 coordinates
for later use.
2. Find the bin with the most intersections.
∙ If the number of intersections in the bin does not meet a given threshold, increase
the bin size and return to the first step.
3. Average the locations of the intersections in the largest bin. This is the estimated
transmitter location.
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The representation of confidence here is actually opposite that of the TDOA method
(see Sec. 5.5.2): the larger the circle the higher the confidence that the transmitter is located
at the center of it, the smaller the circle, the lower the confidence (Fig. 5.8).
5.5.2 RSS Results
The same results were recorded with the RSS-based method as with the TDOA method.
Estimation error is still calculated as in (5.4). The confidence level was calculated as follows:
Since there are twelve intersection points between the circles (given the total number of
agents was 푛 = 4), and six intersections, in an ideal case, would indicate the location of the
transmitter, the total number of intersection points participating in the estimate is divided
by half the total possible to give the percentage. The mathematical description for the
confidence calculation is as shown in (5.6),
퐶 =
2푝푏
푝푖
, (5.6)
where 푝푏 is the number of intersections in the bin found to have the most, and 푝푖 = 푛
2−푛
(a) High estimation certainty. (b) Low estimation certainty.
Fig. 5.8: Examples of tracking agents in V-formation estimating transmitter position using
the RSS method.
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is the total possible number of intersections for all agents, 푛.
The results in Table 5.3 show that for the diagonal line, the average error is actually
lower than that seen in the TDOA experiments. This is likely due to the fact that, although
there were still the same number of colinearity problems (see Fig. 5.9), those that occurred
with the RSS method were of a lower magnitude; meaning that although the RSS method
estimated the wrong group of intersections, they were closer together than the instances
with the TDOA method. Both the horizontal line and V-shape formations had higher error
rates, as is expected. However, the ellipse formation had much less error than the TDOA
method’s version; this is interesting since in this iteration, there were actually three instances
where two of the agents were unable to take part in the formation at all, yet the algorithm
still functioned and the agents were able to estimate the position of the transmitter. This
was possible even when, in two of those cases, the straying agents were occupying the same
coordinates and their circles were coincident.
Similar to the TDOA trials, the horizontal line had several instances where the for-
mation was either incomplete or only partially complete. The V-shape had fewer of these
problems, but they still occurred. This incompleteness may have helped mitigate some of
the problems with colinearity that were seen with the diagonal formation.
The results for the behavioral formations are displayed in Table 5.4. Similar to the
TDOA experiments, there are much higher error rates for the diagonal and horizontal lines
than with the CVT-based approach. The same reasons as were cited for the TDOA method
also apply here: the colinearity of the receiving agents makes it impossible for them to tell
conclusively between two symmetrical possible locations on opposite sides of the formation
line. Note that the average confidence value was high, meaning that the agents often had
Table 5.3: Average error parameter values for RSS approach with CVT formations.
Error Confidence Percent in Circle
Diagonal Line 2.38% 81.6% 80.0%
Horizontal Line 1.05% 81.6% 100.0%
V-Shape 0.78% 83.3% 100.0%
Ellipse 0.98% 66.6% 100.0%
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Fig. 5.9: Example of the receiver colinearity problem.
good indicators that the transmitter was in the wrong position. The V-shape experiments
show a higher error rate than the similar TDOA method’s version. This is due to the fact
that there was a single iteration where the colinearity problem was seen here: there was a
large collection of intersections opposite the transmitter’s with respect to the line made up
of three of the agents in the formation. If this outlier is removed, the V-shape trials have
an average error of 1.05%, as is expected with a non-colinear formation.
Similar to the TDOA version, the ellipse formation had exceptionally low error, com-
paritively. It is marked with high confidence values as well as being able to correctly locate
the transmitter in each trial.
Table 5.4: Average error parameter values for RSS approach with behavioral formations.
Error Confidence Percent in Circle
Diagonal Line 20.15% 98.3% 50.0%
Horizontal Line 20.85% 91.6% 40.0%
V-Shape 7.28% 90.0% 80.0%
Ellipse 0.71% 93.3% 100.0%
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5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter describes the simulator used in this research in detail. A description of
the requirements and benefits of simulation in this work was given, followed by a description
of its functionality. The specifics of the TDOA method of localization were described along
with the results of tests using it. Following that, a similar description was given for the
RSS method and a presentation of the results of tests using it.
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Chapter 6
Multi-Robot EM Taxis
6.1 Overview
The software for performing the hardware experiments on the motes of the MASnet
platform was written in nesC and C++ for the motes and the base station, respectively.
It is a multi-part system, since the motes must perform their own calculations and do
some correspondence with the base station in order to complete the objective. As seen
in Sec. 3.5, the motes are susceptible to wireless packet loss and memory problems when
too much of their memory is used in an algorithm. While it is possible to implement this
procedure almost entirely on the motes, the resultant complexity of the algorithm and
amount of memory that would be required in conjunction with the CVT-formation process
would render it infeasible. Additionally, the amount of wireless communication that would
be necessary for the motes to coordinate among themselves in the localization algorithm
would nearly paralyze the system.
Consequently, the data management for readings taken has been done on the base
station computer. This frees the motes for the demanding process of managing the data
and inter-agent messaging required for the CVT-formation process, and allows the higher
processing power of the base station to be used to more quickly and accurately find the EM
transmitter’s location.
6.2 Locating the Transmitter
One important difference between the simulator and the hardware implementation is
the fact that radio waves do not travel ideally through space. This means that the received
signal strength is not as accurate in real-time as it is in theory; this is due to a number of
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factors:
∙ Antenna radiation patterns,
∙ Density of the air and water content,
∙ Reflection from hard surfaces and resultant multipath fading.
RF reflection is an especially significant factor inside a building like the one the MASnet
platform is housed in, depending on the signal wavelength which in this case is 휆 = 692.8푚푚.
Due to these various problems, an equation, like (4.2), cannot be used to directly translate
a signal strength reading into a distance. To overcome this difficulty, the radio waves’
behavior must be characterized so the data can be used to find the transmitter’s distance
from any one of the receivers.
6.2.1 Mote Process
The readings from the motes show that a discernible difference exists in the value of
the reported signal strength. However, the readings are noisy and must be filtered to be
able to determine what the overall reading should be. Figure 6.1 shows some readings
of the signal strength taken over time. The receiver was placed in three different locations
during the time that these readings were taken, with each position closer to the transmitter;
it can be seen that, as expected, the general level of signal strength increases noticeably.
Unfortunately, a simple mean average of the results will not achieve the desired function
due to the presence of extremely large- or small-valued outliers; effectively the outliers are
so far outside the range that their value skews the results.
When the averaging method was tested, it was impossible to determine the distance of
the mote because of the sheer instability of the readings being reported by the sensors. They
often ranged dramatically, and it was impossible to tell what the overall readings should
be. To deal with this, a histogram-like method was implemented, in which the motes take a
total of twenty different readings scattered across a given time window. These readings are
then divided into bins and the bin with the highest number of readings in it is averaged,
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Fig. 6.1: Graph of RSS readings over time. Changes in level are due to the receiver being
moved closer to the transmitter.
and the result is sent to the base station as the mote’s overall reading. This approach
stabilized the reported readings to the point that the RF behavior can be characterized
in the space of the MASnet platform. While this approach is similar in some ways to the
median filter [46] method of signal processing, the proposed method is more of a “mode
filter,” since it reports the most commonly read value of the signal strength.
6.2.2 Base Station Process
The base station receives each of these readings and stores them for usage in the
localization algorithm. Each reading is assigned to a representation of the mote, which
has that mote’s location as well as a circle object representing the possible locations of the
transmitter. The base station takes care of translating the strength reading returned by the
motes into an estimated distance using the previously mentioned characterization data.
The intersection finding algorithm, as well as the method for determining the most
likely point for the transmitter are very similar to the approach used in the simulator.
Because the simulator RSS method is so similar to that used on the actual platform it
allows for the complex processes used in the algorithm to easily be extracted and tested for
flaws in a more flexible environment.
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6.3 Results
The system was tested a number of times with various CVT- and behavioral-based
formations (see Fig. 6.2 for two examples). The results were measured in the same way as
the results in the simulator, however, due to noise on the signal strength, the confidence
could not be determined in the same manner as the simulations. The confidence for these
experiments was determined through visual observation of the jitter of the on-screen esti-
mate of the transmitter’s position. The error was measured as in (5.4), where 푑푚푎푥 is the
total distance across the platform diagonally.
6.3.1 CVT Formations
Three formation types were tested with the CVT-based formations. As has been pre-
viously mentioned, the motes are unable to take part in a meaningful way in an ellipse
formation due to the nature of the density and their ability to sense it. As a result, this
particular formation has been excluded from the results in this chapter.
Table 6.1 shows the results of the CVT formations experiments performed. It can
be seen that the V-shape formation had the lowest overall error percentage, which fits
(a) Four motes in horizontal formation locat-
ing transmitter in lower left quarter.
(b) Three motes in V-shape formation locat-
ing transmitter on lower right side.
Fig. 6.2: Examples of motes locating the transmitter with high accuracy in various forma-
tions.
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Table 6.1: Average error parameter values for hardware RSS approach with CVT forma-
tions.
Error
Diagonal Line 16.86%
Horizontal Line 18.32%
V-Shape 13.45%
expectations due to its non-colinear nature. Both the diagonal and horizontal formations in
this set of trials suffered from colinearity problems and relatively low degrees of confidence,
as seen by the estimated location jumping between various possible locations. This behavior
was caused by the fact that the readings on the signal strength sensors were fairly noisy.
6.3.2 Behavioral Formations
The behavioral formations generally showed more errors than those of the CVT forma-
tion method. Since the ellipse formation type was eliminiated from the CVT formations, it
was also eliminated here.
Table 6.2 shows the results of the behavioral formations experiments. It is interesting
to note that the horizontal line formation shows the best results, despite the fact that in
all other tests (simulation and actual), except for the CVT TDOA method in simulation,
it was among the worst formation types tried. This low value is due to a relatively small
percentage of error in some of the trials for this formation type. It is also useful to note that
while error was fairly low for this set of trials, the degree of confidence was fairly low, as
there were multiple other locations that the motes predicted the location of the transmitter
to be at – albeit a smaller percentage of the time.
The diagonal formations in this set of trials suffered from many colinearity problems.
Over half of the tests would have been to within 10% error but had problems with symmet-
rical possible locations (see Fig. 6.3). The V-shape formation trials simply suffered from
high noise readings that interfered with the system’s ability to locate the transmitter.
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Table 6.2: Average error parameter values for hardware RSS approach with behavioral
formations.
Error
Diagonal Line 22.13%
Horizontal Line 12.40%
V-Shape 19.82%
6.4 Conclusions
The hardware system functions as an adequate proof of concept. Despite initial in-
dications that accuracy for the entire system would be higher than originally expected, it
eventually became apparent over the course of many experiments that average accuracy for
any given transmitter position and formation would be around 0.5 to 0.75 meters, occasion-
ally ranging to as high as nearly 1 meter, and as low as 0.1 meter.
Observation during the testing revealed that the direction of inaccuracy was random.
It did not tend toward a single direction as related to the positions of the transmitter
or receivers. For example, an erroneous transmitter location reading was as likely to be
predicted behind the transmitter, to one of its sides, or between it and the motes rather
than being biased in any single direction. This was due to the overall noisy signal strength
readings given by the receivers and is difficult to compensate for with the available hardware.
This noise was generated by various things: the nature of the location in which the platform
is situated inside a room, and the relatively cheap radio components that were used, for
example. A method was devised to greatly reduce this sensor noise, described in Sec. 6.2.1,
and the system was able to function as a result, but with the shown error rates.
Additionally, the system was very dependent on battery power. The motes use two
sets of batteries: one that powers the servos and sensors mounted on the mote chassis, and
a second that powers the mote’s micro controller. If either of these sets of batteries became
too weak, the readings reported by that mote would become even more noisy, and in some
cases, the mote would lose its ability to read the signal strength at all. Additionally, the
transmitter’s output power was very dependent on its own battery strength in order to
continue to output the signal strength that the receiving motes had been calibrated for.
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(a) Three motes in CVT horizontal formation
trying to find transmitter in lower left quarter.
(b) Three motes in behavioral diagonal forma-
tion trying to find transmitter in lower right
quarter.
Fig. 6.3: Examples of motes attempting to locate the transmitter and having colinearity
problems.
The calibration of individual motes was also an issue. Despite the fact that each of
the motes were using the same model of receiver, individual differences between chassis
and battery strength eventually required that each of the motes receive its own individual
calibration settings. These also needed to be re-done in the event that the transmitter’s
batteries needed to be changed for fresh ones, as calibrations that had held for the previous
batteries would not hold as well for the new ones.
Despite these challenges, the system performed generally to expectations. There are
several possible improvements that can be made to increase the performance of the system
and further improve accuracy; these will be included in the following chapter in which future
work is outlined.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the hardware system in detail. The chapter begins with an
explanation of the programmatic layout of the algorithm and its separation into parts for
the motes and the base station. These processes are described in detail with reasons given
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for the decisions that were made in the design of the overall system. Results came next
with data showing the accuracy of the localization procedure and description of the method
used for error calculation. Finally, a conclusion was given which described the problems in
the system and gave an overall evaluation of its performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis described the process of developing a proof-of-concept system to locate a
hostile RF transmitter. This work describes new work in the area of formation control. The
simulator used for the system was also described in detail, followed by a description of the
hardware system developed to perform the transmitter localization.
While the system had some problems, it is a valid proof of concept and demonstrates
new possibilities for future work. This work contributes to the goal of MASnet by adding to
the capabilities of the platform and furthering the understanding of autonomous swarming
systems.
7.2 Future Work
Many of the difficulties present in RF tracking of an unknown transmitter could be
mitigated with additional research in the area. Future research could include investment in
more accurate hardware or directionally-sensitive antennas to further increase system accu-
racy and reduce noise. Additionally, faster processors or specialized radio timing equipment
could be investigated to make the TDOA method of localization feasible in a hardware set-
ting. The MASmotes could also be modified to use a different type of battery that is able
to last longer and provide the capability for more continuous research.
Once these have been explored, further work could be done using additional platforms,
such as UAVs, which would be able to use AOA techniques with directional antennas,
or TDOA techniques with omni-directional antennas, among other possibilities. Such a
system would be capable of localization over much larger areas and could potentially avoid
or mitigate difficulties found in this research with radio wave reflection. Other interesting
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work could be done investigating multiple source localization, or multiple mobile source
localization.
Additional work could also be completed in the area of formation control to further
improve the number of virtual sensors that can be used, or integrate additional obstacle
avoidance and potential field systems to reduce collisions between robots and increase reli-
ability. Adaptable positioning systems would also be a useful area to explore: based on the
current positioning or formation of the agents and confidence of the estimated location of
the transmitter, the agents should determine how best to modify their locations to better
their results. This could be further built upon to study determining the optimal formation
and position for source localization, with additional work toward seeing if beamforming [47]
techniques assist in the process.
The area of emergent behavior and swarm engineering is an exciting one, and is as yet
not well understood. The MASnet platform provides an excellent tool to explore complex
systems with simple and relatively inexpensive components.
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Appendix A
Migrating the MASnet Base Station
A.1 Overview
The MASnet base station is a critical component of the overall system; without it, the
robots cannot be given orders and cannot know their positions on the platform. Addition-
ally, the base station often functions as the primary computer from which the MicaZ motes
are programmed. The purpose of this guide is to explain the steps necessary to migrate the
MASnet base station system to a new computer in the event that the old one is no longer
able to fulfill its purpose.
Another guide on how to program the motes, run, and customize the various functions
of Robot Commander can be found in the appendix by Rounds [1].
A.2 Requirements
The base station makes use of several different software components to perform its
function. It is assumed in this guide that the base station will be used both for programming
the motes and for running Robot Commander. Some of the steps can be excluded if another
computer will be used to program the motes.
Robot Commander is run and developed through Microsoft’s Visual Studio; the version
currently used on the platform is 2008. Although it is possible to use newer versions, care
should be taken to ensure that the version desired does not lack required features or abilities
present in the previously used version before a commitment to the new one is made. Robot
Commander also makes use of several libraries, such as the ARToolKit [24], which is used to
analyze the camera information, and the Microsoft Foundation Class library (MFC), which
must be present in the installation of the program in order for it to run.
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Other requirements for Robot Commander are as follows:
∙ Direct X 9.0,
∙ Matlab 7.0.1 or later,
∙ Lumenera drivers for the pGPS camera.
Additionally, the system used to program the motes makes use of Cygwin, a Windows-
based Linux-like environment. The particular version of Cygwin used will not work on
Windows Vista or 7; therefore, as of the time of writing, the base station computer must
use Windows XP.
A.3 Installing Moteworks for Mote Programming
The first step in migrating the base station is to install Moteworks. The MASnet
platform uses the most recent version of this setup, which at time of writing is 2.0F. It is
not known whether potential future versions will continue to support the MicaZ mote.
Installation is relatively simple. Simply run the Moteworks 2.0F setup file, which will
install Cygwin and the necesssary tools to compile nesC code. Following that, the program
will install other helper tools, such as Programmer’s Notepad, XSniffer, and MoteConfig.
Programmer’s Notepad is the most useful for compiling the code, although any text editor
may be used, and the compile commands given via Cygwin.
Once MoteWorks has completed installation, the apps directory should be copied from
the old base station to the new computer. Unless the default installation directory was
changed, the files can be found on the old computer at the same place they will be copied to
on the new one: C:\Crossbow\cygwin\opt\MoteWorks\apps. The entire directory should
be copied, replacing any files that are conflicted. This will allow for programming the base
station with the settings previously used to configure the motes. If specific compile-time
settings must be changed, the file MakeXbowlocal in the apps directory can be modified.
Note that without this file, the programs will not be correctly configured to be programmed
onto the motes themselves.
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Next, plug the MIB520 programming board into a USB port on the base station ma-
chine. When Windows asks for the driver location, tell it to find them automatically; it
should be recognized as a USB-to-serial converter and have its drivers automatically in-
stalled after a few minutes. Once that process is complete, go to the Device Manager and
locate the Ports section. The window will list two separate USB serial ports here, one
numerically following the other (for instance, COM4 and COM5). The first of the two
should be recorded in the MakeXbowlocal file on the MIB520 line near the top of the file.
This allows the compiler to correctly identify the outgoing port on which the motes are
connected.
A.4 Installing Robot Commander
Once Direct X 9.0, Matlab, the Lumenera camera drivers (the camera drivers can be
found either online or in the RobotCommanderInstall.zip file in the MASnet folder of
the old base station), and Visual Studio 2008 or later, proceed to setting up the Robot
Commander files and project.
Copy the latest version of the Robot Commander project folder to a working directory
which will be its permanent location on the new base station. The standard for this is
C:\MASnet, and example directories used hereafter will assume this is the location used.
Copy the include, bin, and lib directories from the old base station to C:\MASnet.
You should now have the directories:
∙ C:\MASnet\(RobotCommanderVersion),
∙ C:\MASnet\include,
∙ C:\MASnet\bin,
∙ C:\MASnet\lib.
The bin directory must include the Data directory, which includes information used by
Robot Commander to recognize the patterns of the markers mounted on top of the robots.
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Next, open a command window, navigate to the C:\MASnet\bin directory, and run the
following command: regsvr32 CalibFilter.ax.
The following modifications must then be made to the Robot Commander project file
in Visual Studio.
∙ The working directory should be pointed at C:\MASnet\bin. Otherwise the program
will not be able to recognize already-existing robot patterns and may crash when you
attempt to interact with the robots. Note that you can also create your own patterns
for the program to recognize and interact with.
∙ The output directory should be pointed to C:\MASnet\bin.
∙ Additional include directories under C/C++ should have:
– C:\MASnet\include,
– C:\MASnet\include\dxsdk,
– The Matlab directory containing its external C++ files. For R2008b, and depend-
ing on installation path, this directory is C:\ProgramFiles\MATLAB\R2008b\
extern\include.
∙ Additional linker directories should include
– C:\MASnet\lib,
– The Matlab lib directory, which depending on installation is C:\ProgramFiles\
MATLAB\R2008b\extern\lib\win32\microsoft.
∙ It may also be necessary to include the Microsoft SDK directory before the Direct
X SDK directory in the C/C++ include files list in order to prevent Visual Stu-
dio from finding some “errors” in some of the Windows class files. Example: "C:
\ProgramFiles\MicrosoftSDKs\Windows\v6.0A\include";"C:\MASnet\include";
"C:\MASnet\include\dxsdk";"C:\ProgramFiles\MATLAB\R2008b\extern\include".
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Additionally, it is recommended that the registry settings from the previous base sta-
tion computer be used for the Robot Commander program. These can be found either in
the RobotCommanderInstall.zip file as RobotcommanderRegistry.reg in the C:\MASnet
directory, or by the following process: Go to Start→Run and type regedit, then hit OK.
The registry branch can be found at HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\CSOIS. Right click on
the CSOIS branch and click “export.” It will ask for a place to save the file. This can
then be added to the new computer by simply double-clicking the .reg file when on the
new machine. This will allow the new computer to recognize the border and more easily
recognize the markers for the platform, as well as a few other settings, based on the previous
machine’s configuration.
Finally, the ARToolkit folder of the C:\MASnet directory on the old base station may
also be needed.
All files needed for a complete Robot Commander install are included in the aforemen-
tioned RobotCommanderInstall.zip file on the base station computer, however some of
them will likely need to be updated before use.
A.5 Intermote Messaging
Many applications on the MASnet platform depend on being able to send messages
between the motes. This section is a brief guide on how to set up intermote messages to
carry data back and forth.
Defining A New Message
All messages on the MASnet system, whether sent between the motes and the base
station or just between the motes, depend on a unique identifier. This unique identifier is
defined in the masnet_Messages.h file. There is a version of the file in nesC for usage on
the motes and there is a version found in the Robot Commander source for usage with base
station messages. This file contains an enum for defining these identifiers but also has the
data structures for each individual message.
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The first step in defining a new message for intermote communication is to define it in
this file. Start with creating a new ID number in the MASNET_MSG_TYPE enumeration. This
number should be unique to the enumeration, including the one in the Robot Commander
source. This means that you should choose a number that is not already present in either
of the two files. Sequentiality is irrelevant – it does not matter if the number is directly in
order or out of order with ID numbers that are already present – it only matters that the
number is unique.
Next a struct must be defined that determines the data which will be sent in the
message, and an array should be created in declaration.nc for storing the two most
recently received messages along with a counter for determining the current one.
1 // In masnet Messages . h
2 typedef struct MyMessage st
3 {
4 u i n t 8 t sourceMoteId ;
5 f loat x ;
6 f loat y ;
7 } MyMessage ;
8
9 // In d e c l a r a t i on . nc
10 TOS Msg myMessageInfo [ 2 ] ;
11 i n t 1 6 t currentMyMsg ;
Lastly, an index value needs to be defined at the bottom of the config.h file which
determines where the message of the new type can be stored temporarily to be worked on.
In this case, the index should be sequentially next after the last one in the list and the value
of NUMBER_OF_RECV_MSG should be incremented accordingly.
Sending and Receiving The Message
Once the message has been defined, the sending and receiving routines must be de-
fined. For the individual motes, references must be included in the robotMain.nc and
robotMainM.nc files for both the send and receive actions.
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This is of the form:
1 // For robotMainM . nc
2 i n t e r f a c e SendMsg as MyMessage ;
3 i n t e r f a c e ReceiveMsg as MyMessageRecv ;
4
5 // For robotMain . nc
6 robotMainM . MyMessageMsg −> Comm. SendMsg [AM MY MESSAGE] ;
7 robotMainM . MyMessageRecv −> Comm. ReceiveMsg [AM MY MESSAGE] ;
Note that the variable AM_MY_MESSAGE is from the enum in which the ID number of the
message is defined.
Once these have been defined, the sendDone and receive events must be defined for
the new message in addition to a method which will handle actually sending the message
out.
1 event r e s u l t t MyMessage . sendDone (TOS MsgPtr sent , r e s u l t t s u c c e s s )
2 {
3 return SUCCESS;
4 }
5
6 event TOS MsgPtr PositionMsgRecv . r e c e i v e (TOS MsgPtr pmsg)
7 {
8 MyMessage ∗myMessage ;
9 // indexMyMessage i s the index from the con f i g . h f i l e
10 ppmsg [ indexMyMessage ] = pmsg ;
11 myMessage = ( MyMessage ∗) pmsg−>data ;
12
13 // Perform some sma l l process ing , or
14 // i f a d d i t i o n a l p roce s s ing i s needed , pos t a t a s k .
15 }
The ppmsg array is for storing the most recently received messages of a certain type.
Processing in the received event should be kept to a small amount, since events cannot be
interrupted. Instead, relevant information should be saved to global variables and then a
task posted to handle further processing. This will allow the system to continue on with
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other important tasks which still remain on the list and free it to respond to other hardware
interrupts.
Lastly, a task should be created which allows the message to be sent.
1 task void sendMyMessage ( )
2 {
3 MyMessage ∗pack ;
4 pack = ( MyMessage ∗) myMessageInfo [ currentMyMsg ] . data ;
5 pack−>sourceMoteID = TOS LOCAL ADDRESS;
6 pack−>x = ( f loat ) x ;
7 pack−>y = ( f loat ) y ;
8
9 // Broadcast message . Use the ID of the mote you want to send to
10 // in p l ace o f TOS BCAST ADDR i f d e s i r e d .
11 i f ( c a l l MyMessage . send (TOS BCAST ADDR, s izeof ( MyMessage ) , &myMessageInfo [
currentMyMsg ] ) )
12 currentMyMsg ˆ= 0x1 ;
13 }
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Appendix B
Installing and Running the Simulator
B.1 Overview
The simulator used for the research in this thesis was developed using MASON. MA-
SON is a multi-agent simulation library and framework written in Java. The simulator code
includes tutorials and example simulations, along with the EM Taxis simulation, which can
be used to learn how to adapt the existing simulations to a new purpose, or to develop a
wholly new simulation.
The system requirements are as follows:
∙ Java 1.3 or higher;
∙ Java3D, if 3D simulations are desired;
∙ Text editor, or other Java editing software;
∙ MASON code included with simulator package.
This guide is geared toward installing the system on a Windows environment (XP,
Vista, or 7), but Java, and therefore MASON, will run on other systems; some modifications
to the steps will be required in order to make use of the simulator on a different platform.
B.2 Installation
Download the latest version of the Java SE JDK at http://java.sun.com, and install
it in the default location. The installer should place the files in C:\ProgramFiles\Java. If
3D usage is desired, install the Java3D files which can be obtained from https://java3d.
dev.java.net/binary-builds.html; if you are running a 64-bit system, be sure to down-
load the appropriate installer.
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Copy the EMSim directory to the location you would like to run the project from. The
directory includes an IntelliJ project which can be used to quickly load the project with
all of the correct settings. IntelliJ is a Java Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
which is developed by JetBrains (http://www.jetbrains.com). A free version of IntelliJ
is available for use on open source projects at their website as of the time of writing.
Once the project has been opened with IntelliJ, click the Project Structure icon on the
right side of the toolbar. The IDE needs to be aware of the local Java development kit
installation. To do that, select the SDKs line under the Project Settings section, and the
plus icon near the upper left of the new panel, then JSDK. Once that has been selected,
choose the directory to which you installed the Java JDK, and click OK. If you selected
the correct directory, IntelliJ will populate the list to the right with a list of jar files that it
has found. Name the SDK at the top, then go to the Project line underneath the Project
Settings section and select the SDK you just created in the top drop down list.
To run the simulator in IntelliJ, click the down arrow in the tool bar near the green
“play” button, and go to “edit configurations.” In the open window, click the small plus
icon in the upper left and select “Application.” Name the new application “EmTaxis” at
the top of the right side, and click the “...” button next to the Main class field in the
Configuration tab. Begin typing “EmTaxis” into the search box when the window appears,
and select “EmTaxisWithUI.” Set the working directory to the mason subdirectory of the
EMSim directory. Click apply or ok, and the system is ready to run. Now, once “EmTaxis”
is selected in the drop down, the simulator will run when the “play” button to its right is
clicked.
